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DISCOVERING A FAMOUS MEAL : THE BURGER

The largest burger is $499 (= about 475 euros) and it weighs
185.8 pounds (= about 84.3kg). 
One of the most expensive burgers is "The FleurBurger5000",
served in the Mandalay Bay Hotel and Casino, in Las Vegas for
$5000. 

Place of origin : Hamburg, Germany

Date of creation : 1758    
                    
What is a burger?  It's a hot main course. It is part of the American
culture. in 1758, the burger is composed of two buns, minced beef,
lettuce, tomato, onions, pickles and sauce. 

In 1758, the first burger was served by Louis Lassen, a Danish
immigrant. 

Records : 
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GUESSING GAME : SUPERHEROES
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Superhero n°1:
He has green eyes. He has short green hair. He is

extremely strong. He has a very big mouth with large
teeth. He can lift big objects. 

Who is he? 
 

Superhero n°2:
She has green eyes. She has black gloves. She has long

straight red hair. She has a red cape and a black bodysuit.
She has a “hex power” : the effects are unpredictable.

She is a mutant. She can affect probability with her
magic. She can cast energy.

Who is she?
 
 

Superhero n°3:
She has long black hair. She has a shield. She has blue

shorts. She has a tiara and golden boots. She has a red t-
shirt. She is excellent at unarmed combat.

She has the Lasso of Truth : it forces people to tell the
truth. She has magical bracelets.

Who is she?
 

Superhero n°4:
He has a red and blue bodysuit. He has a red mask. He

can shoot spider-webs. He can jump very high and climb
on walls. He is very strong.

Who is he?
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DISCOVERING A COUNTRY : SCOTLAND
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Scotland is situated in the north of the United Kingdom. Its frontier is 154
kilometres long. Scotland has 790 islands. The first human population arrived

there 12,000 years ago after the end of ice era.
 

TRADITIONS : The Scots have some specialities for example : the haggis is a
sheep’s stomach stuffed, oatcakes. 

 
TOP 5 THINGS TO SEE IN SCOTLAND : 

 
The Loch Ness is located at 13 kilometres of
 Inverness (a city) and you can discover 
the legend of Nessie. 

 
The Jacobite Express is a steam train which allows you to visit Scotland from
Fort William to Mallaig. The route is the same you can see in Harry Potter films
and the train was used for the Hogwarts Express. 

You can visit Edinburgh, the capital city of Scotland. 

The Highlands Games take place in summer in the Highlands.it’s a very weird
competition of strongness of Scottish wrestling. The King is usually present and
there is a bagpipes show. 

You can visit a whisky distillery… and even drink some 
whisky !

                                          Nassim VERLINDE and Clément BREDOIRE 5ème 2 
 



A FANTASY STORY, WRITTEN BY LEON
BUTTERFIELD 5ÈME 2
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First Chapter
 

 

 

The story begins with the main character Cold Edwin entering the abyssal Labyrinth where he hopes finding
something that he can sell for money. Edwin  is in urgent need of it to finally buy something better than his old
bow and shield. Right when he thinks he's found something blue shining he hears a roaring back the way he has
come but there shouldn’t be anything left. Edwin needs to get out. Suddenly he sees a monster bigger than
anything he has ever seen at least in the lower levels, now he can see what it is exactly : “it is definitely nothing
good”, he says to himself.

He needs to run!
The Minotaur is standing right before him. He takes a good look at it then he runs as fast as he can to the
Rope with which he has come in. “This is a terrible state to be in” he says in fear to himself right before
reaching the ladder which is some centimetres above the ground. He jumps onto it hoping it will not break. The
air around him gets in almost unbearable and he hears the scratching of an axe behind him.  He knows this
will be his end but if he dies he will take the Minotaur with him to his grave. He turns around, takes his
dagger from out of his jacket and leaps onto the terrifying beast. At the same time the Minotaur aims at the
head of the protagonist and then he strikes Edwin who cries in pain as the axe strikes his shoulder just some
inches away from his neck, the air around him gets thick and he can barely breathe then he faints. When Edwin
awakes he looks around him, he was sure he was dead but he tries to stand up but falls immediately. His
shoulder feels like someone had repeatedly stabbed him with a dagger. He lies down, in relief that he's still
alive, but while thinking about that, he starts to look around his new but familiar place. The smell is also
familiar then he realizes he's in the Adventure guilds infirmary room. In Edwin’s head a thought slowly forms,
how? How did he end up here? Why didn’t he die? All these questions go through his head like an enormous
storm. And  the biggest of them : who took him here? His thoughts  eventually come to rest and he falls back
into a deep sleep. Is he awake? “Shhhhhh you will wake him up if you shout so loud!” That is what wakes him
up. Edwin asks, confused, who took him to this place and he also recognises all the people : there is his former
team-mate and brother, his guild master and the doctor of the guild. The gild master  starts speaking: “We are
happy to see you awake, we all rushed to the infirmary .do you want to meet the one who saved you?” “Of
course!” Edwin said with a little smile on his face. The guild master speaks with respect in his eyes, then he
comes, the guild master says: “meet Eluard”. Eduard is a good-looking guy probably around 15 or 16 ,so the
same age as himself. Eluard has brown hair and he was wearing jeans, a light T-shirt with a green dragon on
it and some sneakers. He has an iron sword on his left hand and a shield strapped to his back. As he steps
into the room the air feels lighter. The guild master explains the he is an elf magician and Eluard explains that
he is a water and air mage.  Edwin looks at him and nods his head in an expression of gratitude. Thereupon,
he shows a slight smile on his face. “Maybe you want to come with me?” Edwin thinks about it for some
seconds, “hmm yeah why not.”
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A RECIPE : CHOCOLATE CHIPS COOKIES
 

HTTPS://WWW.BBC.CO.UK/FOOD/RECIPES/CHOCOLATECHIPCOOKIES_72335

 

Ingredients:

- 350g flour
-1tsp baking soda
-1tsp salt
-225g butter
-175g sugar
-175g brown sugar
-1tsp vanilla extract
-2 eggs
-350g (dark) chocolate chips

1) Preheat the oven to 190°C.
 

2) In a bowl, combine the flour, baking soda and salt.
 

3) In another bowl, combine the butter, sugar, brown sugar and vanilla
extract until creamy. Beat in the eggs. Gradually beat in the flour mixture.

Stir in the chocolate chips.
 

 4) Split the pliable dough into two halves, rolling each out into sausage
shapes, approximately

Adam LECHICHE 6ème 2

https://www.bbc.co.uk/food/recipes/chocolatechipcookies_72335


LET'S HAVE FUN... WITH THE VOCABULARY OF
ANIMALS ! 

WILD
ANIMALS
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WILD
ANIMALS



PETS AND
FARM

ANIMALS
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CLEMENCE AUBRIET AND VICTORINE
MOREAU 6ÈME 2



BABY
ANIMALS
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Choose the correct answer. 

PONY
COW

BABY HORSE
COLT

SWAN
CHICK
DUCK

DONKEY

FLAMINGO
LION CUB
WOLF CUB

EAGLE

KIWI
FOX

COLT
BEAR CUB

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

CALF
LION

LION CUB
SHEEP

CROCODILE
PIGLET

PIG
EAGLE

COCK
SHARK

TADPOLE
PIGLET

DUCKLING
LAMB
CALF

FAWN
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ANSWERS OF THE GUESSING GAME (page 2)

Superhero 1 = HULK

Superhero 2 = the Scarlet Witch

Superhero 3 = Wonderwoman

Superhero 4 = Spiderman


